
ANCIENT GREEK WRITING ALPHABET WORKSHEETS

Greek Alphabet Resources - several FREE worksheets . the Greek alphabet written in callipgraphy + cursive// language
learning Greek Alphabet, Alphabet.

Students end creating a name tag which you can laminate and attach to the corner of their desk. The word
alphabet comes from the first two letters of the Greek alphabet, alpha and beta. Over time, these drawings
changed into symbols. Alternately, they can be placed on a classroom bulletin board in a design pattern. We
do know that the first alphabet appeared in the Middle East, in an area called the Levant. The effect and
contrast are then very nice! Worksheets Greek Alphabet For thousands of years, humans wrote without any
letters. Spacing and equal sizing of the letters is vital. Some interesting facts about the Greek alphabet: It was
originally written and read from right to left. Greek was originally written with only capital letters. There is
also a chart showing the Greek alphabet and the English sound each letter makes. Once the Greeks had their
alphabet in place, they wrote all sorts of things. This resource contains examples of what my students do with
this project! Having an alphabet meant that writing was not something that belonged only to a small group of
people. They love it and it makes a great impression when visitors come into your social studies class! In the
very earliest societies, writing was used simply for record-keeping. There could be thousands of these
symbols, so it took many years to learn to write. Eventually, the Greek alphabet changed to boustrophedon.
These very early letters were probably brought to the Greeks by the Phoenicians, another ancient people. They
loved life and enjoyed having a good time. They wrote poems and stories, sometimes on vases. They wrote
offerings to the gods. They simply drew pictures to make their point. It is believed that this happened
sometime in the 8th century BCE. But the Greeks were different. They had to know how many chariots they
had, right? And because Greeks made it easier to learn to read and write, Greeks were much more educated
than other ancient peoples. Total Pages. The Greeks added a new twist by adding vowels and deciding how
each letter should be pronounced. These ancient pictures worked the same way.


